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‘Author’s Note’ 

2000 words is not a lot, especially when trying to address one of the longest running, most fascinating and 

most contentious debates in political philosophy. To best attempt this I have focused almost exclusively on 

democracy, with practical examples – for the sake of argument – from the UK’s political history and current 

arrangements. Many angles and other questions – e.g. of how consent could emerge without democracy – 

have not been addressed fully, and must be left for another time.  
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Democracy ≠ consent 

‘Democracy’ is vastly overrated, or at least misunderstood. The general consensus broadly adheres to the 

following argument: 

In democracies, representatives are held to account by, amongst other political activities, elections 

when we, the people, can remove authority from a government by voting for another, opposing, 

party, to whom we give our consent to be governed.  

Thus, powers executed by elected governments are justified by our (explicit) consent. 

The above argument does not justify a government’s “just powers” (hereafter functions) – taxation, 

expenditure, a criminal justice system, legislation over those who may disagree with it and so on – or even a 

government’s existence. Here’s why. 

Any real choice?  

Whilst at elections we are presented with choices between different parties, that choice is not consent. The 

popular phrase of disenfranchised exasperation “they’re all the same” and the below cartoon1 – even 

accounting for historical context! – are perhaps overly cynical, but both help to illustrate a point: the real 

difference between the alternative governments is so limited as to not justify governmental functions which 

would carry on regardless. Elections may justify a slightly different policy, law, or rate of taxation, but they 

do not provide consent to government legislation, a criminal justice system, and taxation itself. The limited 

choice of realistic governments available means that elections do not provide genuine collective consent, but 

are the manifestation of a collective compromise, which furthermore overrides the liberty of the individual.  

                                                           
1 Sidney Strube: 'Turning'em corner', 1929: Democracy allows us to consent to a different set of politicians turning the corner, 
but not the terms by which they turn the corner, nor the building around which they are turning.  
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The ‘Tyranny of the Majority’ – collective and individual power 

Speaking of ‘we’, ‘the people’, is misleading. There is not one homogenous, single group which thinks and 

votes the same: the ‘tyranny of the majority’ inevitably exists in democracies. Society, as John Stuart Mill 

wrote2, becomes a tyrant itself “collectively over the separate individuals who compose it”, with the cause 

being “the prevailing opinion and feeling”. This quote not only comments on where the limits of legislation 

should be and are, but has implications for how ‘consent’ is defined as well. Consider the following 

hypothetical situation: 

Suppose citizen A, as a matter of principle, decides not to pay his taxes. Assuming he is a UK citizen 

who continues along this course of action (or inaction), HMRC3 will take ‘enforcement action’. 

According to their website4, a series of escalating measures would result, culminating in seizing and 

selling his possessions, taking him to court, or making him bankrupt. If citizen A continued to refuse 

to give consent, he would almost certainly end up imprisoned.  

Most would agree that citizen A above ‘deserves’ to be punished for refusing to consent to something we do 

so unthinkingly. They would therefore agree that the government is not only justified in taxation, but also in 

making those who refuse to pay money, pay time (in prison that is). If a second citizen, citizen B, follows A, 

he too would end up in prison. So would a third, fourth, fifth, and so on. And even after the government 

incarcerates a small number whose consent it has failed to win, it will not have lost much legitimacy, at least 

in the minds of the general public – it still has their consent. This is the tyranny of the majority: collective 

power restricting individual power.  

Revolution? 

But how many more citizens would need to copy A before the government collapsed, or at least had to 

radically change to avoid collapse? A thousand? A hundred thousand? On his own, citizen A removing his 

consent results in nothing but loss to his own liberty. But if a large enough number (near impossible to 

quantify) removed their consent as A did, then the government will certainly have lost some legitimacy. 

Legitimacy, therefore, is perhaps best thought of as a finite, exhaustible resource, a conditional political fuel 

on which governments depend to continue ruling, whose reserves rest entirely upon the general ‘will’ of the 

majority.  

The difficulty in defining consent 

Attempting to quantify the number of people required to give the government an explicit mandate shows that 

there must be other forms of explicit consent other than casting a ballot every few years. As of the 2015 UK 

general election this was 66.4%, the turnout, × 36.1%, Conservative share of the vote = 23.97%. It follows 

that 76.03% did not explicitly consent to the current government, either by not voting or by voting, but for 

other parties. It seems ludicrous at first, but more than 3 in 4 of UK registered voters (nearly 4 in 5 of the 

whole UK adult population, if unregistered voters are taken into account5) did not explicitly consent to their 

current government.  

But if this conclusion were true, then the absence of a coup d’état, civil unrest, or revolution seems 

confusing: how is a government with the explicit consent of only around 20% of the adult population still 

functioning, legislating, ruling and so on? We can only agree with the conclusion if we define ‘explicit 

                                                           
2 John Stuart Mill, On Liberty (Dover Publications, Inc., 2002), p4 
3 Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs 
4 Official UK government website at https://www.gov.uk/if-you-dont-pay-your-tax-bill/overview  
5 Estimate based on UK adult population being 50,000,000, with 11,334,576 voting Conservative at last election.  

https://www.gov.uk/if-you-dont-pay-your-tax-bill/overview
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consent’ solely as voting, a more definite and more (in an ideological sense) political action. If we extend 

the definition of ‘consent’ to paying direct taxes, perhaps a more tacit and implicit form of consent, then it 

would seem that indeed the whole of the UK’s working adult population – Conservative or Labour, voting or 

not registered – consents to the functions of the government, if not its party.  

If democratic consent cannot be confined to merely the explicit casting of a ballot for who happens to be the 

winning party, then perhaps they can be found in non-democratic states as well. The unconventional method 

of set theory brings with it a high degree of oversimplification of the complex relations between citizens and 

institutions. But it aids my – and perhaps the reader’s – ‘visualisation’ of the conditions necessary for 

legitimacy.  

Theory 1: Consent can be non-democratic and democracies don’t guarantee consent. But legitimacy is 

guaranteed only by democratic consent. 

 

   

 

 

Theory 2: Consent, if achieved, can only be achieved by democracy. Democracy does not guarantee consent, 

but legitimacy and consent guarantee eachother.  

 

 

 

 

Theory 3: We may think we democratic institutions guarantee ‘consent’, but this is just a means of lessening, 

or providing a veneer to, arbitrary government power. Democracy – although providing a tenuous link – 

disguises the illegitimate actions of government.  

 

 

 

 

 

Anarchism versus the social contract 

One political thinker who would argue set Theory 3 above best conceptualises government is anarchist 

Michael Huemer. Imagine, he starts The Problem of Political Authority6, you “live in a small village with a 

                                                           
6 Michael Huemer, The Problem of Political Authority: An Examination of the Right to Coerce and the Duty to Obey (Palgrave 
Macmillan 2013), Introductory chapter p3 

Legitimacy Consent Democracy 

Democracy 
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Non- democracy Democracy 
All governments are unjustified as 

they cannot guarantee consent, 

whether democratic or not. 
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crime problem” caused by unpunished vandals. Naturally, you decide to bring them to justice by locking 

them up for a few years to be taught the error of their ways. Whilst, of course, the culprit will not have 

consented to this, the ‘people’, as the actual and potential victims, may. Nobody wants to have their 

possessions stolen or their home vandalised. But when they have to pay for your punishment of the vandal, 

they are threatened with his same fate. The vigilante here is a metaphor for governments who capture, trial 

and punish those whose actions contravene the set of moral rules we call ‘law’. The thought experiment he 

constructed shows us that actions which would be considered wrong, or at least require explicit consent, 

when carried out by individuals are actions which individuals, hidden behind the veil of ‘government’, do 

every day with neither our questioning nor our consent. Thus the legitimacy we ascribe to governments “is a 

moral illusion… philosophical accounts of authority are rationalizations for attitudes with nonrational 

sources, sources in which we should place little trust.”  

John Locke, however, would likely argue that set Theory 2 best conceptualises government. A contrasting 

theory to libertarianism and, to a greater degree, anarchism is that of the social contract, advocated by 

Locke, Hobbes, Rousseau and others (albeit with differing arguments), but dismissed by Huemer as “sheer 

mythology”7. Institutions we call ‘governments’ were originally explicitly consented to by those who 

alienated their own liberty to individually punish those who transgress the moral laws of nature (Hobbes 

would disagree that this State of Nature exists, this explanation is a Lockean one) and who entrusted their 

“lives, liberties, and estates”8 to the polity’s oversight, in exchange for benefitting from government 

provision and protection. The subsequent generations give implicit consent through doing nothing to 

contravene the state.  

Political gravity and the flaw of anarchism 

If the accounts and attitudes for governmental authority so berated by Huemer do not have their sources in 

philosophical reasoning, then their sources must be in common sense. This argument can be simply 

expressed, and government best justified, with the following (semi-rhetorical) question: what is the 

alternative? Anarchists and other political philosophers are right to criticise and debate theories surrounding 

government and its justification. But I am yet to find one who provides a credible, feasible alternative. An 

abolition of all government is, in even Huemer’s words, a “remote prospect”9 for a reason, which is that – 

although there are undoubtedly flaws and imperfections in the current system – the concept of government 

works. For the sake of the argument, let us imagine that somehow we decided to abolish all government: 

taxation, a criminal justice system and so on no longer exist. Undoubtedly crime would rise in the short 

term, as certain individuals take advantage of their new found freedom to loot and rob. There would be 

momentary chaos. Trust would be at an all-time low. But eventually – as during the 2011 London riots – 

private vigilante groups would emerge. People would seek to protect their homes and businesses. 

Neighbourhood funds would be raised to equip and train a select group to do this on behalf of potential 

victims of violence. It is not too idealistic to suggest that the natural gravity which holds communities 

together would, in time, pull social order into place. And as for political order, institutions which settle 

disputes, reconcile interests and convert the basic moral principles (which exist naturally in the vast majority 

of humans) into punishable restrictions upon acceptable behaviour to protect others, would emerge. Debates 

which resulted over the extent and nature of these restrictions – law – would be settled by citizens practically 

                                                           
7 Michael Huemer, The Problem of Political Authority: An Examination of the Right to Coerce and the Duty to Obey (Palgrave 
Macmillan 2013), chapter on The Traditional Social Contract Theory p21. 
8 John Locke, Second Treatise of Government (accessed via http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/locke1689a.pdf), 
chapter 9 on The Purposes of Political Society and Government, p40.  
9 Michael Huemer, The Problem of Political Authority: An Examination of the Right to Coerce and the Duty to Obey (Palgrave 
Macmillan 2013), chapter on From Democracy to Anarchy p325.  

http://www.earlymoderntexts.com/assets/pdfs/locke1689a.pdf
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delegating responsibility to accountable representatives. That fundamental and potent concept, the will of 

the people, would evolve order out of chaos, order which would be maintained – for the good of all, or at 

least the greatest majority possible – by institutions we now refer to as ‘government’. 

Ethics in political philosophy 

This fundamental debate in political philosophy on how government is justified can perhaps be viewed as an 

example of the debate between the schools of pragmatic ethics (or consequentialism) and deontological 

ethics. Those who question a government’s legitimacy do so partly because the very principle of taking 

money from somebody and restricting (some of) their individual liberty is one which, regardless of being a 

means to a better end, is morally unjustifiable, perhaps even with implicit consent. This view even verges on 

moral absolutism. But those who – even if questioning a government’s legitimacy – believe it is worthwhile 

believe so because the net benefit of what is provided and protected by governments outweighs actions 

(taxation as ‘theft’) which, if isolated, are indeed morally unacceptable. Even the most criticised actions of 

government can be justified by consequentialism, if judged on the basis of their overall results.  

To conclude… 

Each day, across this country and others, citizens from all walks of life and of differing ideologies, go to 

work, exercise personal freedom and use government services, all without thinking about it much. This lack 

of analysis explains why there is no signed contractual agreement between a government and each of its 

citizens stating consent: it is simply not needed. Instead it is understood. Only when the government, in a 

democracy, breaches this tacit understanding does its legitimacy start to be questioned. It thus seems 

paradoxical that a government not being actively justified is what justifies it. But that is the fundamental 

justification for government and its reasonable powers. Democracy may be overrated and misunderstood, 

but legitimising government is what we ought to thank it for.  
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